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We Wear What We Want! Not o the Ban of the Burqa and Niqab!
by Almedina Gunić (RCIT, www.thecommunists.net)

The Austrian government has decided to ban full-face veil
in public spaces. Every woman who wears nevertheless a
burqa or a niqab will have to pay a penalty of 150 Euro.
Furthermore it is not allowed to distribute the Qu›ran on
the streets.
Europe and Austria always claim that they advocate
democracy and the rights of women. But it is a fundamental
democratic right of all people to decide themselves how
they want to live according to their religious faith. Wearing
religious clothes and distributing the Qu›ran does not
harm anyone. So why does the Austrian government
forbid it?
The reason is that Austria and Europe oppresses migrants
and in particular Muslims.
No one protests if people distribute the bible. Religious
freedom exists only for Christians.
Europe treated the Jews as its enemy in its history. This is
not the case anymore. Now Europe›s new enemies are the
Muslims.
The Muslim countries have many resources which Europe
wants to steal. These are oil, gas and other raw materials.
It is not only Europe. The United States, Russia, China and
other Great Powers are also eager to get these resources.
The Great Powers try to indoctrinate their own people to
hate Muslims so that they can legitimize this theft.

Racism and women›s oppression are the real values of
Europe. This has always been the case in its history and
this is still the case.
We say:
* Down with the new «Law for Integration» which dictates
us women what we are allowed to wear! Muslims must
have the right to distribute their scripts on the streets! Stop
restricting the religious freedom of Muslims!
* The trade unions and all democratic organizations of
migrants, women and youth must oppose this new «Law
for Integration»! For joint actions like demonstrations and
strikes against this racist law!
* For democratic assemblies of migrants and Muslims
in schools, work places, districts and villages! There
should be discussions at these assemblies how migrants
and Muslims can fight against the government›s racism
and women›s oppression! All progressive people should
support such assemblies!
* We say to our Muslim brothers and sisters: talk also
about the policy of the official representatives of the
«Islamic Religious Community» in Austria! So many
times they have done nothing against the racist policy
of the government! We propose that the Muslims›
representatives should be directly elected at democratic
assemblies. This is real democracy!

Free Nour Al-Sameh!
by Obida Khan

Nour al-Samah is a young man imprisoned in Greece. He
is a Syrian graduate of the Faculty of Economics at the
University of Damascus. This young man left behind all
his belongings in search for peace and security.
Nour fled to Turkey because of the horrible war in his
country and the brutal repression by the Syrian regime
since the beginning of the protests for freedom and justice.
There he tried hard to get a job and earn some money so
that he could go to Europe.
After being cheated by traffickers he decided to take a
«smuggler boat» to Greece. He was allowed to join the

trip free of charge as he acted as a translator between the
captain and the passengers.
After a few hours the boat was captured by the Greek navy.
Together with the captain he was arrested. However while
the captain went free soon, Nour was treated almost like a
fascist. He was not even allowed a lawyer and sentenced
to life imprisonment (more than 300 years!).
Currently he is waiting for an appeals court and hopes to
get a lawyer.
We call for the immediate release of Nour al-Samah and
all others who are unjustly in prison.
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Down with the Assad Tyranny!
Victory to the Syrian Revolution!
Platform of the Paper THAWRA
* Smash the Assad tyranny! Victory to the Syrian
Revolution! Continue the Support for the popular struggle
against the dictatorship!
* We strongly condemn the Astana Deal as a maneuver of
Assad, Russia, Iran and Turkey, with the support of the
US, against the Syrian Revolution.
* The Astana Deal, if implemented, is aimed at partitioning
Syria country and liquidating the revolution. It would
hand over control of the liberated areas («de-escalation
zones») to the reactionary regimes of Putin, Khamenei and
Erdoğan. As Russian and Iranian forces have supported
the Assad regime in its massacre of the Syrian people for
years, handing control over the liberated areas to them
is equivalent to handing them over to Damascus, i.e.,
annulling many of the gains of the revolutionary struggle
since its beginning. Furthermore, the deal justifies the
continuation of the barbaric war of Assad, as well as that
of the Great Powers – both inside and outside the so-called
«de-escalation zones» – against forces which are legitimate
part of the Syrian Revolution, but which are considered
«terrorists» by these imperialist state terrorists and their
lackeys.
* We oppose all infighting between Syrian revolutionary
factions. Such internecine bloodletting is tremendously

destructive to the struggle for liberation and only assists
Assad and his backers in liquidating the Syrian Revolution.
* We call upon all factions of the Syrian Revolution to
condemn the Astana Deal and to immediately end their
participation in the ongoing negotiations in the capital of
Kazakhstan.
* We unequivocally call for the continuation of the Syrian
Revolution against the tyrannical regime of Bashar alAssad.
* We oppose all military aggression and intervention in
Syria on the part of all foreign powers, whether great
(Russia, the US and EU) or regional (Iran, Hezbollah, and
Turkey).
* Down with all dictatorships and reactionary regimes in
the Middle East! Solidarity with the popular resistance
fighting for freedom!
* Down with the counter-revolutionary Daesh!
* Open the Boarders for the Syrian Refugees! Down with
racism and Islamophobia in Europe!
* No to any discrimination because of gender, nation,
religion, age etc.!
* We call for the creation of an international popular
movement in support of the Syrian Revolution.
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E-Mail: THAWRA@gmx.at
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